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Open Competition Thursday 29th May 2017
There were eight films entered for the Open Competition this
May, one Graduate and seven Advanced. The first film
shown was Graduate Max Bender’s “Bearfoot in the Park”,
VW Bear took a picnic to Oakmere Park to enjoy the
children’s swings and the spring flowers.
Andrew Saunders enter two films, “Ingelton”, a scenic
walk past streams and waterfalls with narration to
camera

and “Cutty Sark” a look at the
restored tea clipper where it is now possible to walk
underneath the hull as well as to go on the decks and
explore the interior of the ship.
“
Evanthia” a film by Christine Collins, told the early life of
Evanthia, born in London of Cypriot parents at the outbreak
of World War 2. Intercut with archive photographs, Evanthia
talks to camera of her childhood experiences of sleeping on
the tube platforms as a normal and regular occurrence.

Ed Kinge explored the challenge of using of high speed camera work with a
short, humorous film about fast moving snails entitled “Speedy”.
“City for the dead” told the story of the Necropolis
Railway built in Victorian times to provide access
to a burial ground outside of central London, John
Astin used a mixture of original footage, archive
photographs and animations to recreate the route of
the track, stations and show how the remaining
buildings are now being used.
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Andrew Tweed entered “London Marathon”
which used both video camera and phone camera
footage at various points around the 21 mile route to
show the determination and exhilaration of his
daughter as she took part in the race as a charity
fundraiser.
The final film of the evening was a holiday film by
Phil Elmer entitled “Sidmouth” and told of his
walking holiday with a group of ramblers who
visited a number of interesting places around the

Sidmouth area during a week in 2016.
Competitions Officer Ed Kinge said “It was good to see so many
entries, the results were very close, an excellent competition!”

The Open Competition. Results.
Graduate Winner - Max Bender, Barefoot in the park -68%
Advanced winner - John Astin, City for the dead - 84%
2nd - Christine Collins, Avanthia -82%
3rd - Ed Kinge, Speedy - 78%
4th - Andrew Tweed, London marathon -77%
5th - Andrew Saunders,CuttySark - 70%
6th - Andrew Saunders, Ingleton - 66%
7th - Phil Elmer, Sidmouth holiday - 62%
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ODD ODE ODD ODE ODD ODE
by PENNY LOVE
The open competition was brill
No worries about an evening to fill
For eight entries this time we had
The competitions officer was really glad.
BEARFOOT ON THE PARK was first
Max Bender’s Teddy, in his VW shirt
Round Oakmere Park he took us along
To ‘The Teddy Bears Picnics’ happy song.
INGLETON next by Andrew Saunders
When on a walk he decided to wander
He showed us a map and lots of wild
flowers
Munching his sandwich after many
hours.
Another by Andrew, THE CUTTY SARK
A jolly good thing it wasn’t dark
So many interesting things to see
The masts, the rigging, and Figure Heads
times three.
CITY OF THE DEAD by John A
Took us this time quite a way
About a funeral train from Waterloo
We saw grave stones, chapels and old
station buildings too.

ED KINGE then with a film called
SPEEDING
Watch out for this when next doing
weeding
A super fast snail rushing along
To the ‘Speedy Gonzalis’ recorded song.
EVANTHIA next came from Christine
The lady told us where she had been
As born at the start of World war two
Nerve wracking times were far from few.
Next SIDMOUTH HOLIDAY came from
Phil
A walking holiday, he’s never still
A donkey sanctuary, then coffee, and
cider with cake
No wonder they all had lots of breaks !
THE LONDON MARATHON from Andrew
Tweed
Alice was running for those in need
With Aunties galore giving her praise
And no wonder for £5000 she raised.
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The Meticulous Competition Records

Kept by John Parkes.
Penny spent almost 4 hours going through the bags of John’s paperwork that
Jeanne Parkes had retrieved from their loft. Penny still hasn’t even opened
the 3 huge, and extremely heavy, photo albums yet!!!
John, being the person he was, had kept competition records and
correspondence since he must have taken on the job in 1989 up to 2015,
From 1989 to 1997 they are all hand written with a fountain pen (Andrew and
Christine dealt with 2016 comps and FOY, so it is assumed they have all those
records).
The correspondence, mainly copies of letters about FOY judging and outside
show bookings before JA took over.
Other information are the records of every comp, and each film put into a
competition, with all the marks and FOY results.
List of things to consider when judging and/or marking competitions.
(Interesting for Ed to compare with his current list and to see how similar they
are).
Framed A4 certificate awarded by the IAC for PBCVS being a member of the
IAC for 50 years.
Plus much more that has still to be sorted through.
Information retrieved from Johns records about the PFMF Video
“Timeline” that obtained the Gold Seal Award at BIAFF in 2002.
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FOR SALE.
Velbon Tripod ME3 with tilt and pan head.£10.00.
Will bring to a club evening if interested.
Call Bob Chester 020 8449 2004.

North Thames Region 100 Club
A share for the monthly draw reduced from £12.00 a
year to only £10.00. for the first year.
Limited offer!
Call Bob Chester on 020 8449 2004.
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Barry Norman was the well known BBC Presenter & Film Critic
who died 1 July 2017 aged 83
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“Metropolis”by Max Bender
Helen and I went to a showing of the
restored version of Fritz Lang’s 1927
German Science Fiction film
“Metropolis” at the National Film Theatre
in June 2017.
The silent film was accompanied

“Metropolis” was met with a mixed
reception upon its original release. Critics
found it pictorially beautiful and enjoyed
its complex special effects which still
look good today, but accused its story of
naiveté.

The film's extensive running time also
came in for criticism, and it was cut
substantially after its German premiere
with about a quarter of the original
footage then being lost.

by a recorded music soundtrack and is set
in a futuristic city and follows the
attempts of Freder, the wealthy son of the
city's ruler, and Maria, a poor worker, to
overcome the vast gulf separating the
classes of their society.

A partly restored version with a
soundtrack was released in 1984 and the
existing reduced film was restored to a
high standard in 2002.
In 2008 a badly degraded 16 mm print of
Lang's original uncut version of the film
was found in a museum in Argentina.
Contd Overleaf
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After a long restoration process, the film
was 95% complete again and shown on
large screens in Berlin and Frankfurt
simultaneously on 12 February 2010 and
this is the version we saw at the National
Film Theatre.
Although it was good to see the nearly
complete film as Lang had intended it,
there was a huge mismatch between the
quality of the smaller frame, degraded
Argentinian 16 mm film segments which
have been now been edited in, and the
rest of the film which was shown in a
high definition restored print.

the result was a historically more
accurate copy of “Metropolis” but at the
price of visual consistency for the
audience.

Sad News
Ex-member Tony Funnell has sadly passed away after a short illness.
After a career in the RAF, Tony joined PBCVS when retired, and entered a
handful of films in competitions.
Failing eye-sight prevented him from driving at night, so he reverted to
Country Membership before leaving the Club altogether.
His Cremation was held at the new Wollensbrook Crematorium in North
Hoddesdon on Thursday June 15th, and was attended by PBFM President John
Astin.
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For Those Who Weren’t There!
The last Club night before the great summer break was very entertaining, interesting and educational!
How a Club night should be you might say.....anyway, it was also GOOD FUN too!
We started off with the showing of the Group films as scheduled. Unfortunately there were only two
groups who managed to produce films. The first up was the newly formed ‘Moonlight’ Productions
consisting of Bob Chester, Max Bender, Phil Elmer, Penny Love & Christine Collins. This group had
been formed one club night when we were encouraged to form into groups to try to write a script in the
hope that each script would then go on to be made into a film. It seems that only the Moonlight
Productions managed it.
Their film was called ‘Stolen Property’ and was a very short ‘one line joke’ suggested by Bob and starred
Max and Phil as 2 dodgy characters. The group had a script meeting to work out location and shooting
script. It was shot in a morning in Enfield Town Park. The group then retired to Christine’s for lunch and
to watch the rushes. Another day was arranged to edit the film. When shown to the club it had the desired
effect on the audience so was considered a success. I understand that all the ‘newcomers’ in the group had
enjoyed the experience and had learnt a lot.
The second group film was by Alpha Productions, which was really the A Team without John & Margaret
because at the time of pre and post production John was having to go through surgery etc. on his back,
which I am pleased to say was reasonably successful.
The film ‘Close Call ’was again a sort of one line joke, although, built up a little more than Stolen
Property. It involved just one actor, Kim Harrold. It called for the action to take place in an Hotel or
Motel bedroom. Hotel rooms are generally modern with a plain light oak wooden doors, white walls,
white bed linen and an en suite shower room. Where would they find a room like that? Well, fortunately
Andrew Tweed’s house had just such a room. And, with the addition of a Fire Notice on the back of the
door, fitted the bill exactly! The group, including new member Max, convened twice at the location
because some reshooting had been necessary. The film was well received by the Club with the audience
laughing in all the right places.
It is a shame that more groups are not making films because it can be fun. It also provides the club with
much needed material to put into competitions and shows.
The evening continued with a viewing of two interesting ‘productions’ from Japan! Penny has a niece,
Sonia, who lives in a flat in Tokyo with two very photogenic cats! She had taken lots of pictures and
some short video over time of these cats. This was ‘formed’ into a viewable film, cut to music with
various types of dissolves between pictures, some straight forward, some with a pan or a zoom in or
out....a great variety of movement was achieved. How was it done? We wanted to know. As far as we
could see it was made using a system called GoPro Quik. The pictures were not shot on a GoPro so it
must just have been a downloaded editing system. We assumed that the edit programme was somehow
automatic, arranging the pictures to fit the length of the music that had been chosen. We also saw another
similar film but this time Sonia had used pictures she had taken when she had visited Penny in Potters Bar
earlier this year.
John Astin then showed the latest production made for Hodges of Potters Bar. Poor John had to get up
before the birds in order to film early one morning, somewhere in London, the fleet of the Hodges vans
driving past with flags flying. Unfortunately John had to repeat his early morning shoot (through no fault
of his own...apparently the flags were on the wrong side of the vans!) but this time chose a quiet stretch of
a road in Hertfordshire! The film has to be edited just the way that the MD wants, so John had to stifle
any creative juices he may have summoned up and do as the ‘client’ wants. Still, Mr Hodges does make a
‘contribution’ to club funds!
We then saw the raw footage that had been shot on a previous club night down in the underground car
park at Wyllyotts. The film had been shot by several members and it was interesting to see the various
angles and shots from each camera. Ed Kinge hopes to try to edit the footage into a short film.
Well, that brought the evening to an end. Andrew wished us all ‘Happy Holidays’ and off we went!
I hope that the evening will have inspired more members to start churning out the productions!

Christine Collins
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Internal Competition –
Film to a Record - 7 Sept. 2017
Results
Graduate
Winner - Dominic Lobo - Be alright - 2.5 minutes - 66%
Advanced
Winner - Ed Kinge 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th -

Who'll stop the rain -

2.5 mins - 83%

John Astin To the top of Snowdon - 3.75 mins Andrew Tweed - I want it all 3mins Ed Kinge The flower show 2.5 mins Max Bender Fire dance 4 mins Andrew Saunders - Rock your baby 3 mins -

The “Film to a record” Competition was
the first meeting back after the summer
break was this year’s and it attracted
seven entries from club members.
FirstVideo in the programme was
“Be Alright” by Dominic Lobo.
It had original music performed on
several instruments by his son and was in
the style of a music video with dissolves
and interesting overlaid shots of the
performance from different angles.
Next was Andrew Tweed’s
“I want it all” which was filmed during a
family
holiday in
Dohar,
Qatar.
The film,
partly
shot
using GoPro, cut from a boat and a

80%
79 %
76%
66%
65%

swimming trip in the bay, to the family on
their terrace. The song from “High School
Musical” was mimed enthusiastically by
Andrew’s granddaughters while Grandma
sat behind knitting a scarf!
The third film was “The flower Show”
set to Percy
Grainger’s
“Country
Gardens” by Ed
Kinge. It featured
Buckhurst Hill
Horticultural
Society’s annual
event and the
characters and
people were as
interesting as the flowers.

Contd Overleaf
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After that came
Ed Kinge’s
“Who’ll stop
the rain?”
Ed took the
Credence
Clearwater
Revival song
and filmed shots
around London’s Liverpool Street in the
rain over two days.
The film had high quality photography
using low angle shots and reflections in
the puddles to great effect.

The fifth film, by John Astin, was called
“To the top of Snowdon” and showed
the dramatically changing weather
conditions during a journey he took on
the Snowdon mountain railway

The penultimate film was “Fire Dance”
by Max Bender

and was a four minutes continuous shot,
with slow upward pans, of the vivid and
colourful Lord Mayor’s Show firework
display in November 2016 set to Manuel
De Falla’s “Ritual Fire Dance”

The final film to be shown was “Rock
your Baby” filmed by Andrew Saunders,
featuring Ralph, originally from the
Seychelles, amiably exploring High
Barnet and miming to the George McCrae
1974 song.
It was pleasing to watch such a good
number and variety of entries during the
evening.

and was set to train music with shots cut
to the beat and included GoPro wide
angle material
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Distribution Dates for Next News Letter.
Please send your Articles or Comments for inclusion
In the next Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Ron Jones FACI
By the dates listed below:-

Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor
Last dates for e-mail Contributions by e-mail
e-mail Distribution Date
HARD Copy Distribution Date
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15th. Nov
22nd. Nov.
29th. Nov.
6th. Dec.

